


Our Mission

At Avishkaar, we believe the future belongs to the INNOVATORS. Innovators
are the practitioners of new TECHNOLOGIES like AI, Robotics, IoT, Coding, 3D
Printing & Drones. The goal of our Innovator Curriculum is to define a course
for children as young as age 5 to develop the cognitive and non-cognitive
SKILLS to innovate in future.

What makes an Innovator?
We believe that a combination of cognitive and non-cognitive skills are
required to become an innovator and we, at Avishkaar, instill those into
children with each interaction we have whether it is via short workshops,
holiday camps or full fledged courses.



Industry Recognized Curriculum



What we do
Avishkaar Innovator Curriculum is designed to achieve the following:

● Develop core cognitive skills - Computational Thinking, Logical
Reasoning, Product Design, New Age Technology (Robotics, IoT, Coding,
Artificial Intelligence) and Design Thinking

● Develop core non-cognitive skills - Self Awareness, Collaboration,
Creativity, Communication and Resilience

● Engage and challenge all students to maximise their individual talents
and capabilities for lifelong learning

● Prepare all students for effective and responsible participation in their
society and environment.

● Taking account of moral, ethical and spiritual considerations
● Encourage and enable all students to enjoy learning and to be

self-motivated.
● Reflective, competent learners who will be able to take part in further

study, work or training
● Encourage students to be makers rather than passive consumers and

keep their inquisitive mindset alert

Stages of Learning
We understand that learning happens three-fold. Innovation happens when a
child develops a learning model, creative mindset and skills of innovation.
This evolution of an innovator happens in three stages.



The Explore stage is when the innovator first interacts with the technology
without any prior affinity and tries to find their feet on the ground.

The Engage stage is when the innovator likes the technology and wants to
learn more in that domain and needs more focus and material to realize this.

The Deep Dive stage is highly evolved where the innovator has found their
calling and wants to build a career or at least a full time hobby around that
technology.

LEARNING MODEL                CREATIVE MINDSET               INNOVATION SKILLS



Pedagogy

Our pedagogical approach is a blended model of learning which encourages
independent thinking in the children.
“We introduce a concept through our niche products and a self-paced
onboarding course. As the children develop interest in the topic, the Explore
phase is led by an instructor/mentor through LIVE classes where they form
cohorts to have a group cohort-based learning. As the children progress in
their learning stage from Explore to Engage stage, children go into advanced
courses with the mentors or go into self-paced learning modules. At this
stage, we introduce them to competitions where they can innovate and even
compete with innovators around the world. “

Every specific session/lecture/content has the following highlights:
● A significant focus on hands-on learning and working with physical kits

and boards to make tangible products is emphasized.
● Virtual simulators are introduced to allow children to experiment before

they can try the same with real physical robots.
● Topic of the day is related to real world examples and interesting facts

for appreciation of the task at hand



● Integration with main school curriculum to make the topic more
relatable

● Step by step guidance and hints related to common pitfalls and
troubleshooting

● Formative assessment forms an important part to ensure the child
remains connected at all times.

Innovator Curriculum - Growth Pathways

Structure of a Course

● 7 mandatory class challenges guided by a expert mentors
● An array of home challenges to let the child explore more at his/her own pace
● Complete guidance by the mentors for children through their doubts
● 2 additional projects guided by mentors in case students are exceptional and

are able to complete
● One demo day where students present their own ideas taken through design

thinking.
● Course Ending Project - to bolster the learning and give a sense of

achievement, mentors guide students to create a project of their choice using
Design Thinking skills and working on their own outside of classes. This is
graded and promoted in the community with a lot of fervor.



Graded Curriculum

Core skills developed at early years are Problem Solving and Critical Thinking. We
believe in a screen-free learning environment for younger children.

Junior Robotics Program

Teaching Robotics can start as early as age 5.
Snap-fit robotics kit, Tweak Explorer, is an award
winning ergonomically advanced kit. Our
curriculum is specially designed to foster
Logical Thinking, Problem Solving and Motor
Skills all at once.
Story-based learning is the USP of this program.
A wholesome mix of STEAM at an early stage is
the right start for children in innovation.
Over 20 hours of fun projects, with worksheets,
makes a whole year program.



Tweak Simulator Challenges

This is the right age to instill in the skill of
Computational Thinking. Virtual Robotics
Simulator is based on gamified problem
solving scenarios and is now most loved
among young children.
The upcoming scenario is fire rescue
programmed by children and executed
by the Tweak bot on the virtual arena.

Robotics Starter Programs

We start Robotics at an early age so it not
only builds mechanical design and
computational thinking skills but also
develops fine motor skills.
Robotics Starter Program focuses on
Mechanical Design, Block Based Brain
Programming and Autonomous Bot
Designs.
We provide more than 150 projects and 2
years of robotics curriculum at the starter
level.



Coding Starter Programs

Coding Starter programs as designed
based on Code.org Play Lab and
Code.org Sprite Lab. Children will learn
Basic Sequencing, Algorithm Building
and Storytelling through these
platforms. Moving on, the children will
also learn the basics of Android App
development and create some basic
Android Apps. We also provide a Play
Store platform to publish some of the
best apps created by students.
We provide more than 150 projects and
2 years of robotics curriculum at the
starter level.

Virtual Robotics Challenges

At middle school level, the virtual
robotics challenge is based on a robot
using metal design, explaining the
usage of motors and sensors. Problem
statements create an awareness of
contemporary issues our world is facing
and how the younger population can
make a significant impact.
The current problem statement is
around Beach Cleaning.



Robotics Advanced Programs

In the advanced level in Robotics, we
take students a notch up in design and
programming. Design thinking is in the
fabric of every level from the elementary
level but at the middle level students
actively use this process to design their
robots.
Advanced Programming, Solution Design
and Complex Machine Design is the
basis of this program.
We provide more than 150 projects and 2
years of robotics curriculum at the
starter level.

Coding Advanced Programs

Coding advanced programs are based
on MIT App Inventor Lab and
understanding all possibilities of
programming a smartphone application.
The levels are Game Design, UX Design
and Smart Apps Design. Design Thinking
and UX design make these programs
exceptional.

We provide more than 150 projects and 2
years of robotics curriculum at the
starter level.

IoT Starter Programs

IoT programs are based on our IoT Starter
Kit. The programs are based around Maker
Board, our computing device programming,
understanding basic electronics and
bluetooth based communication design.
Finally, the students use a mix of electronics



and smartphone apps to build some interesting IoT apps. We provide more than 50
projects and 2 years of robotics curriculum at the starter level.

3D Designing Programs

As we move on to proper product design for
senior level, in addition to Robotics, students can
learn 3D Design and basics of 3D Printing.

This program includes about 15 projects and one
year of course curriculum.

Artificial Intelligence Programs

The Artificial Intelligence Program introduces
this new age tech to children at a very young
age. Students can learn Data Engineering,
Natural Language Processing, Computer Vision
and Machine Learning. Python programming is
an important part of our curriculum and
sourcing and usage of python packages and
building AI apps is a core part of this
curriculum.

Innovation and Life-Skills Platform
At Avishkaar, we place a lot of focus on non-cognitive life skills that are the true
making of an innovator.



Every course culminates in a project design which children conceptualize, go through
the design thinking process and build and showcase to a group of people. This
activity does an all round skill development.

The regular IoTM challenges, open to the world, provide
a platform for students to apply their learning from our
programs and participate in this competitive platform
to develop their product design, creativity and
communication skills.

Avishkaar League is an international level STEM competition
where children come together in teams and solve contemporary
world problems. Children learn collaboration skills and resilience
as they compete and sustain in this high intensity competition.

Avishkaar League provides an opportunity for children of all ages
to solve challenges in Robotics through IRC, making and tinkering
through Makeathon and various other fun STEAM challenges.

Teacher Training
Avishkaar offers 4 Microdegrees in Robotics, Coding, IoT and AI. We offer classes
online (virtually) to students all over the world. It is a fulfilling career right from the
convenience of your home. Avishkaar is proud to have set up more than 2000 Atal
Tinkering Labs across the country. We have an extensive 5-day teacher training
program to equip the ATL coordinators with essential skills to foster innovation
among students.
Every Avishkaar program is conducted by an Avishkaar Certified Mentor to ensure
quality and meeting of course goals.



Assessments

A comprehensive assessment, which is specifically non-intimidating, will establish
recognition of pre-learning and attainment of any skill. In addition to this, Avishkaar
realizes the positive effect that recognition of achievement has on a child’s
psychology and their motivation to strive harder and therefore, recognition methods
are in-built in the curriculum fabric.

Formative Assessment
Every session at Avishkaar is project-based. Class project completion as well as in
class quiz forms the basis of formative assessment in the class. Grading is done on
the basis of Avishkaar Skills Framework.

Summative assessment
Every course ends in a demo day and a course project. Demo days are a unique
concept where a student conceptualizes a project, undergoes the design thinking
process, completes it and demonstrates in front of a group of people to show
demonstration and communication skills. These are 21st century life skills.

Grading of the demo day and course project also happens on the basis of Avishkaar
Skills Framework.

Competitive Challenges
Avishkaar League and IoTM platforms provide the children a summative assessment
platform to apply skills learnt in various courses.

Take sneak peek into a sample report card:





Courses and Skills Framework

Core Non-cognitive Skills
Self Awareness, Collaboration, Creativity, Communication, Resilience

Core cognitive skills

Grade 1

ROBOTICS

Platform: Tweak Explorer

Learning
Outcomes

Structural Design, Computational Thinking, Algorithms and
Sequencing, Movements and Locomotion

Interesting
Projects

School Bus, Dancing Duck, Fan, Ballerina, etc.

CODING

Platform: Tweak Simulator

Learning
Outcomes

Computational Thinking, Algorithms and Sequencing, Movements and
Locomotion, Direction Sense

Game
Level

Tweak in its room

Grade 2

CODING

Platform: Tweak Simulator

Learning
Outcomes

Computational Thinking, Algorithms and Sequencing, Movements and
Locomotion, Direction Sense

Game
Level

Tweak as a firefighter



ROBOTICS

Platform: Tweak Explorer

Learning
Outcomes

Mechanical Design, Understanding of Sensors, Computational
Thinking, Algorithms and Sequencing, Movements and Locomotion,
Direction Sense

Interesting
Projects

Venus Fly-Trap, Wind-mill, Glow Bug, Kathakali etc.

Grade 3

CODING

Platform: ER Simulator

Learning
Outcomes

Sequencing, Movements and Locomotion, Directions, Social
Responsibility

Game
Level

Beach Cleaning Mission

ROBOTICS

Platform: Robotics Starter

Learning
Outcomes

Mechanical Design, Computational Thinking, Simple Machines,
Movements and Locomotion, Automated Bots, I/O device  and
Sensor understanding

Interesting
Projects

Omni Wheel bot, Drummer, Pantograph, Book Carrier, Parking
Station

Grade 4

CODING

Platform: ER Simulator

Learning Computational Thinking, Algorithms and Sequencing, Movements



Outcomes and Locomotion, Direction Sense, Angles

Game Level Beach Cleaning with #TeamSeas

ROBOTICS

Platform: Robotics Pro

Learning
Outcomes

Computational Thinking, Algorithms and Sequencing, Sensors,
Programming Constructs, Physics, Mathematics

Interesting
Projects

Programming Robot Movements, Pattern Design Robots

Grade 5

ROBOTICS

Platform: Robotics Pro

Learning
Outcomes

Computational Thinking, Algorithms and Sequencing, , Sensors,
Programming Constructs, Automated Bots, Physics, Mathematics,
System Design

Interesting
Projects

Wall Avoider, Clap Racing Car, Sound Sensitive Windmill, Touch
Sensor Bots etc.

Grade 6

ROBOTICS

Platform: Robotics Pro

Learning
Outcomes

Computational Thinking, Algorithms and Sequencing,  Sensors,
Automated Bots, Programming Constructs, Quality, Mathematics,
Physics, System Design, Foundational AI

Interesting
Projects

Steering Bot, Catapult, Ball Shooter, Animatronics, Utility Bots

IoT and Embedded Electronics



Platform: IoT Starter Kit

Learning
Outcomes

LED Matrix Programming, Electronics Board Programming, I/O
Devices, Programming

Interesting
Projects

Pattern Design, Smileys, Bingo Game, Mood Lights, Virtual Dice

Grade 7

ROBOTICS

Platform: Robotics Pro

Learning
Outcomes

Computational Thinking, Algorithms and sequencing, Sensors,
Automated Bots, Programming Constructs, Quality, Mathematics,
Device interfacing, Physics, Foundational AI

Interesting
Projects

Temperature Sensing Bot, Color Line Follower, Humidity Notifier, etc.

IoT and Embedded Electronics

Platform: IoT Starter Kit

Learning
Outcomes

Computational thinking, Algorithms and Sequencing,  Foundational AI

Interesting
Projects

Meteor Shower, Car Game, Snake Game, Smart Devices

Grade 8

ROBOTICS

Platform: Robotics Pro

Learning
Outcomes

Computational thinking, Algorithms and Sequencing, Sensors,
Automated Bots, Programming Constructs, Quality, Mathematics,
Device interfacing, Physics, Foundational AI



Interesting
Projects

Smart Dustbin, Seed Sowing Machine, Parking Space Indicator, Artist
Bot

IoT and Embedded Electronics

Platform: IoT Starter Kit

Learning
Outcomes

Computational Thinking, Algorithms and Sequencing, Movements and
Locomotion, Direction Sense

Interesting
Projects

Smart Watch, LED Circuits, Contactless Doorbell, Pollution Badge, Night
Lamp

Grade 9

Python and Artificial Intelligence

Platform: Open Source/MIT App Inventor/Google

Learning
Outcomes

Computational Thinking, Algorithms and Sequencing, Movements and
Locomotion, Direction Sense

Interesting
Projects

Game of Stone Paper Scissors, Object Detection, Image Processing,
Handwriting Detection, Python Programs

ADVANCED ROBOTICS

Platform: Robotics Pro + Bridge Kit

Learning
Outcomes

Computational Thinking, Algorithms and Sequencing, Movements and
Locomotion, Direction Sense, Sensors, Automated Bots, Programming
Constructs, Quality, Mathematics, Device interfacing, Physics,
Foundational AI

Interesting
Projects

Communicating Robots, Client Server Robotics, Wireless Data Transfer

Grade 10

Python and Artificial Intelligence



Platform: Open Source/MIT App Inventor/Google

Learning
Outcomes

Computational Thinking, Algorithms and Sequencing, Movements
and Locomotion, Direction Sense

Interesting
Projects

Speech Recognition, AI based Game Design, Chatbots, Google
Teachable Machine, Singer Identification

ADVANCED ROBOTICS

Platform: Robotics Pro + Bridge Kit

Learning
Outcomes

Computational Thinking, Algorithms and Sequencing, Movements and
Locomotion, Direction Sense Sensors, Automated Bots, Programming
Constructs, Quality, Mathematics, Device Interfacing, Physics,
Foundational AI, Real-time Application

Interesting
Projects

Autonomous Utility Robotics



Learning Aids (LMS)
A full Avishkaar LMS is provided to assist in learning which provides complete learning material,
with progress tracking and rewards and recognition.




